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Abstract
Using the measurement-based quantum computation model, we construct interactive proofs
with non-communicating quantum provers and a classical verifier. Our construction gives inter-
active proofs for all languages in BQP with a polynomial number of quantum provers, each of
which, in the honest case, performs only a single measurement. Our techniques use self-tested
graph states which allow us to test the provers for honesty, establishing that they hold onto a
particular graph state and measure it in specified bases. In this extended abstract we give an
overview of the construction and proofs.
1 Introduction
We seek interactive proofs between quantum provers and classical verifiers, both limited to polyno-
mial time calculations. That is to say, we would like to have a procedure where a classical computer
(the “verifier”), limited to a polynomial number of operations, can query a quantum computer (the
“prover”), also limited to a polynomial number of operations, and tap into its resources in order
to perform some computation. Additionally, if the verifier interacts with a malicious quantum
computer it should be able to detect this and abort the calculation.
This problem is interesting for a variety of reasons. First, as a complexity theoretic question it
has obvious value in further developing the theory of how powerful quantum computers are. From
a more practical computing point of view, it would be nice to know whether it would be possible
to have cheap classical computers interact with large, and presumably more expensive, quantum
“servers,” paying for services as required. Of course the users would like to know that they get
their money’s worth, and interactive proofs can confirm this.
Another important problem that interactive proofs can address is how to deal with the increasing
complexity of quantum experiments. Current techniques require an exponential amount of classical
resources to either compute prediction for experiments, or to characterize quantum devices using
tomography. The crux of the problem is this: we are interested in building quantum computers
because we think that they will be exponentially faster than classical computers for some problems,
but this very fact will make it impossible for us to classically compute predictions for complex
quantum experiments. Can we still say that quantum mechanics is a falsifiable theory if this were
the case [AV12]? Interactive proofs can give us a way out of this problem: if we can build a quantum
computer and design suitable interactive proofs, then we do not need to trust the operation of the
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quantum prover to accept its results - the interactive proof certifies that the outcome is correct. We
can then safely use the quantum computer to generate predictions for us, for example by simulating
the system under study.
For these applications we would like to have interactive proofs for every language that quantum
computers can recognize, i.e. every language in BQP. Clearly the set of languages recognizable by
a poly-time classical verifier and poly-time quantum prover lies somewhere between P and BQP
since on one hand the verifier can ignore the prover, and on the other hand the verifier and honest
prover together form a poly-time quantum machine. As well, there do exist interactive proofs for
all of BQP since BQP ⊆ PSPACE [BV97] and PSPACE = IP [Sha92, LFKN90], but the known
constructions require the prover to solve PSPACE-complete problems. Constructions for particular
problems are known ([McK12] for example) and of course anything in NP has a trivial interactive
proof where the prover simply sends the verifier a certificate.
Current techniques [ABG+07, BLM+09, MMMO06, MY04, MY98, MYS12, McK10b, MS12,
PAB+09, PAM+10, RUV12] for probing the behaviour of adversarial quantum systems all rely on
entanglement, and hence in order to make use of them we must use at least two non-communicating
provers to verify entanglement. Reichardt et al. [RUV12] considered the case of two provers. Here
we will consider the case of a polynomial number of provers, but each limited to a single operation,
and show that we can recognize all languages in BQP with this model.
In this extended abstract we give an overview of the constructions and proofs. For additional
details and a full error analysis we refer the reader to [McK13].
Previous work - Self-testing is a concept for testing quantum apparatus solely through clas-
sical interaction with minimal assumptions, such as non-signalling. It was introduced by Mayers
and Yao [MY98, MY04] who gave a self-test for maximally entangled pairs of qubits and certain
measurements. Meanwhile, van Dam et al. [vMMS00] considered testing gates in the context of
known Hilbert space dimension. Magniez et al. [MMMO06] combined the two approaches, al-
lowing testing of entire quantum circuits. Further development of these techniques appear in
[BLM+09, McK10a, MM11, MYS12, MS12]. Self-testing of graph states, critical for our applica-
tion, appears in [McK10b].
These works all require additional assumptions. In particular, they assume that devices can be
used repeatedly in an independent and identical manner in order to gather necessary statistics. As
well, [MMMO06] assumes that certain states are in a product form.
Stemming from a different heritage, Broadbent et al. [BFK09] considered a semi-quantum veri-
fier who only prepares single qubit states, and a fully quantum prover. They give a construction for
an interactive proof for any language in BQP. Additionally, they describe (without rigorous proof)
an extension using two quantum provers and a classical verifier. Aharonov et al. [ABOE08] also
describe a semi-quantum protocol using a constant sized quantum verifier and a polynomial-time
quantum prover.
Most recently, Reichardt et al. [RUV12] proved a very general result showing that two non-
communicating quantum provers along with a classical verifier can recognize all languages in BQP.
The core of their result is a self-test, using only two provers, for multiple EPR pairs and mea-
surements. Using this tool they show how to test individual gates and perform unitaries via
teleportation. Finally, they combine the results to give an interactive proof for entire quantum
circuits.
Contributions - Our main contribution is to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 1. For every language L ∈ BQP and input x there exists a poly(|x|)-time verifier V
which interacts with a poly(|x|) number of non-communicating quantum provers such that
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• If x ∈ L then there exists1 a set of honest quantum provers, each of which performs a single
one-qubit measurement, for which V accepts with probability at least c = 2/3.
• If x /∈ L then, for any set of quantum provers, V accepts with probability no more than s = 1/3.
The proof of this result uses two main pieces. Using self-testing, we verify that the provers are
using low-noise resources sufficient for our computation (i.e. graphs states and certain single-qubit
measurements). We then combine this with measurement-based quantum computation in order to
construct an interactive proof.
The bulk of our contribution lies in improvements to self-testing. We modify the proof for the
graph state self-test from [McK10b], allowing a tighter error analysis. For graphs on n vertices the
error in the state is upper bounded by O(
√
n)ǫ
1
4 (where ǫ bounds the noise in the experimental
outcomes) rather than O(2
n
2 )ǫ
1
2 as in [McK10b]. This exponential improvement in the error scaling
in n makes it possible to self-test with a polynomial number of trials to achieve a constant error. We
also analyse the error in the case of adaptive measurements, which are required for measurement-
based quantum computing. Additionally we extend the graph state test toX-Z plane measurements
in order to achieve universal computation.
Compared with the result of Reichardt et al. [RUV12] our contribution is to provide a different
construction with different underlying computational model, that of measurement-based quantum
computation. While they use a constant number of provers, each of which runs in polynomial time,
we use a polynomial number of provers, each of which runs in constant time. Indeed, each prover
only performs a single one-qubit measurement. Our construction also has the advantage that, since
only measurements are used, there is no need for additional tests for gates. As well, the provers
are very easy to implement, requiring only the ability to measure in four different bases (once an
appropriate graph state is prepared).
Finally, our construction has a very nice property, which is that the measurement-based calcu-
lation that is performed is exactly what would be done with trusted devices, whereas the Reichardt
et al. construction requires qubits to be teleported between the two provers at each gate. This
means that an experimentalist can build a quantum computer according to the trusted model, and
interactive proofs can be added solely by modifying the classical control2.
2 Construction of the interactive proof protocol
Let us begin with a language L ∈ BQP and an input x. Then there exists some procedure
CALCULATE(L, x) that the quantum provers can perform which determines whether x ∈ L and
is wrong at most 1/3 of the time. However since we do not trust the provers, we have to check
somehow whether they are honest.
Definition 1. A set of provers are said to be honest if they follow the procedure CALCULATE(L, x)
exactly. If x /∈ L then a set of provers is called dishonest if the probability of the provers accepting
on CALCULATE(L, x) is more than 1/2.
Note that this definition is asymmetric since dishonest provers only come into play when we
consider soundness (the probability of a false positive.) Also, there can be provers which are neither
honest nor dishonest, which we can think of noisy honest provers.
1 The honest provers and the verifier are, of course, members of a uniform set, i.e. a description of the verifier and
provers can be generated by a polynomial-time Turing machine.
2This is assuming that the experimentalist provides all the required measurement bases, {X,Z, X±Z√
2
}, which are
required for universal computation anyway.
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Now suppose we have a test for honesty which rejects dishonest provers. If we apply this test
and find that the provers are indeed honest, we can ask them to run the calculation and accept
whenever they say to accept. If the provers are dishonest then we immediately reject. Of course
we must be more careful then this since dishonest provers could pretend to be honest up until we
perform the calculation, and then give an incorrect answer. To get around this, we structure our
test for honesty so that an individual prover cannot distinguish the calculation from the test3. We
then randomly choose whether to test or calculate. The overall protocol is given in algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 INTERACTIVEPROOF(x)
Randomly choose CALCULATE(L, x) with probability q or TEST with probability 1− q
if CALCULATE then
return CALCULATE(L, x)
else
return TEST(L, x)
end if
In order for our procedure to work, we need to verify some properties:
• The procedure CALCULATE(L, x) must be in a form we can test.
• The procedure TEST(L, x) must accept honest provers with a higher probability than it
accepts dishonest provers, and the gap between these two probabilities must be at least
1/poly(|x|) so that we can distinguish between them with a polynomial number of trials.
• An individual prover must not be able to distinguish, based on its inputs, when we are
performing procedure CALCULATE(L, x).
Assuming these two conditions hold, we can prove the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let L be a language and x in input. Then there exists some 1 ≥ q ≥ 0 and some
1 ≥ cip > sip ≥ 0 such that
• If x ∈ L then for honest provers procedure 1 accepts with probability at least cip
• If x /∈ L then for any set of provers procedure 1 accepts with probability at most sip
and
cip − sip ≥ 1
poly(|x|) (1)
The proof is a straightforward case analysis and optimization over q. Roughly, the two cases are
honest provers versus noisy honest provers, which favours a high q emphasizing the computation,
and honest provers versus dishonest provers, which favour a low q emphasizing the test for honesty.
Our gap grows vanishingly small as |x| increases, but we can amplify to a constant gap by
repeating the procedure poly(|x|) times as in Algorithm 2.
Lemma 2. If x ∈ L and the provers are honest then Algorithm 2 accepts with probability at least
2/3 and if x /∈ L then it accepts with probability at most 1/3.
3To be more specific, an individual prover should not have any procedure, better than just guessing, which
positively identifies that the calculation is taking place. It is, however, acceptable if an individual prover can tell that
we are performing TEST(L, x) since this information only motivates it to perform honestly!
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Algorithm 2 AMPLIFYGAP(L, x)
Perform Algorithm 1 N = poly(|x|) times and let the number of times the algorithm accepts be
M .
if M > N
cip−sip
2 then
return ACCEPT
else
return REJECT
end if
This is a standard result, which can be shown via a straightforward application of Hoeffding’s
inequality. The repetition can be done either serially, or in parallel by adding a new set of provers
for each repetition. In the latter case each prover is queried at most once.
Our remaining tasks are to show that a suitable calculation and test for honesty exist.
3 The Calculation
We do not make any contributions in the section. Instead we give sufficient details of the compu-
tational model that we are using for the reader to understand the test for honesty.
Rather than using the standard circuit model of quantum computation, we will be using the
measurement-based quantum computation model, introduced by Raussendorf et al. [RB01, RBB03].
The basic idea is to use teleportation to apply unitaries. By varying the measurements used in
the teleportation one can induce various unitaries on the qubit being teleported. Hence gates are
replaced by measurements. Of course teleportation requires correction gates, but these can be
absorbed into the later behaviour of the circuit. By carefully accounting for correction gates, one
can perform an entire calculation using only measurements on a suitably prepared resource state.
This resource state depends only on the size of the circuit one wishes to perform and are examples
of graph states.
Graph states - We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of graph theory. A good
resource is [Die10]. We now fix some notation. Let G = (V,E) be a graph, n = |V | and u, v ∈ V .
The adjacency matrix A of G is a {0, 1} matrix with Au,v = 1 whenever (u, v) ∈ E and 0 elsewhere.
Setting 1v to be the vector with 1 in position v and zero elsewhere, the vector A1v contains a 1 in
position u for each (u, v) ∈ E, and is hence the characteristic vector of the neighbourhood of v, the
set of vertices adjacent to v. A triangle is a set of three vertices, all of which are adjacent.
The graph state |G〉 on a graph G is the n-qubit state (each qubit is associated with a vertex
of G) given by
|G〉 = 1√
2n
∑
x∈{0,1}n
(−1) 12x·Ax|x〉. (2)
We can equivalently specify |G〉 using the stabilizer formalism [Got97]. Setting X, Y and Z to
be the Pauli matrices
X =
(
0 1
1 0
)
, Y =
(
0 −i
i 0
)
, Z =
(
1 0
0 −1
)
(3)
the stabilizers of |G〉 are the n-fold tensor product Pauli operators P such that P |G〉 = |G〉. The
stabilizers form an Abelian group, called the stabilizer group, which has 2n elements and is generated
by a set of n elements. By specifying the stabilizer group we fix a 1-dimensional subspace and hence
essentially fix a particular state.
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Figure 1: A triangular lattice graph
Let us use the shorthand notation Mx =
⊗n
j=1M
xj
j , where x is an n-bit string, andMj operates
on the j-th subsystem. Then the stabilizer group for |G〉 is generated by the operators
Sv = XvZ
A1v . (4)
That is, Sv has X on vertex v and Z on each of the neighbours of v. The stabilizers are products
of the generators, and have the form (−1) 12 t·AtXtZAt for some n-bit string t. In particular, if T is
a triangle in G with characteristic vector τ then the operator −XτZAτ is a stabilizer for |G〉.
The graph states that we will be considering are triangular cluster states which are graph states
where the underlying graph is a triangular lattice such as in figure 1.
Triangular cluster state model - We will make use of the following theorem, due to Mahalla
and Perdrix [MP12], which allows us to transform any quantum circuit into a measurement-based
quantum computation in a form which we can test.
Theorem 2 (Mahalla and Perdrix [MP12]). Triangular cluster states are universal resources for
measurement-based computation based on measurements X,Z, X±Z√
2
, and the number of vertices in
the cluster state is polynomial in the size of the original circuit we wish to perform.
The algorithm for making a measurement-based computation in this model is given in Algo-
rithm 3. The measurement settings for each qubit M(L, x, a1, . . . av−1) ∈ {X,Z, X±Z√2 } and the
output RESULT(L, x, a1 . . . an) can be computed in polynomial time. An important aspect of this
algorithm is that the measurement settings are adaptive, meaning that the measurement setting
for vertex v can depend on the outcome of previously applied measurements.
Algorithm 3 CALCULATE(L, x)
Prepare a triangular cluster state of size n = poly(|x|)
for v = 1 to n do
Measure vertex v in basis M(L, x, a1 . . . av−1) to obtain outcome av
end for
Output RESULT(L, x, a1 . . . an).
In order to put CALCULATE(L, x) into a form that we can test, we distribute the n-qubit
cluster state to n provers, one vertex per prover. Honest provers will accept a measurement setting
in {X,Z, X±Z√
2
}, measure their qubit in the specified basis, and return the result as ±1. For
the dishonest case, we will assume that the n provers are non-communicating and are limited to
quantum operations (no “post-quantum” operations allowed.) We put no further restrictions on
the provers, and in particular we make no assumptions about the dimension of the Hilbert space
of their states.
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4 Test for honesty
First, we introduce a bit of notation. Honest provers will each hold one qubit corresponding to
a vertex of the cluster state |G〉. The honest prover for v will measure its qubit according to
observable M . We will abuse notation slightly and also consider “M” to be the symbol that we
use to query the prover when we want it to measure observable M .
For untrusted provers, the n-partite state |ψ′〉 is the state that is actually held by the n provers.
It is sufficient to consider pure states since we make no assumptions about the dimension of the
Hilbert spaces, so we can give the purification of any mixed state to one of the provers. The
operator M ′v is the observable that the prover for vertex v uses to measure its state when queried
with measurement setting M . The provers respond with ±1, and so we can model their actions as
a two-outcome observable M ′v with eigenvalues ±1. Hence (M ′v)2 = I and M ′v is unitary.
The structure of the test for honesty is very straightforward and consists of choosing one of a
set of measurement settings at random and accepting if the result matches what we expect from
the honest case. To determine the measurement settings that are part of the test we first determine
the triangular lattice graph G that is needed, which depends only on the size of the circuit we wish
to perform. Next, fix a set T of triangles in G so that each vertex of G lies it at least one triangle.
Finally, for each vertex v fix a neighbour u. Then the set of measurement settingsM(L, x) consists
of:
• the stabilizer generators Sv = XvZ
A1v for the graph state |G〉
• stabilizers −XτZAτ where τ is the characteristic vector for a triangle in T
• measurements
(
X±Z√
2
)
v
ZA1v and ∓
(
X±Z√
2
)
v
XuZ
A1u⊕1v for each vertex v.
If the measurement setting is XvZ
A1v , for example, we query prover v with X and the provers for
each neighbour of v with Z. The remaining provers are queried with I, meaning that we set their
outcome to 1. The combined outcome a is found by multiplying together all of their ±1 responses.
The timing of these queries does not matter for the test, so we query provers according to the
timing they would expect if we were running CALCULATE(L, x).
When we run Algorithm 4, an individual prover will see only one measurement setting in
{X,Z, X±Z√
2
}. Some subset of these measurement settings will be the ones that the prover would
expect to see as part of CALCULATE(L, x). When the prover sees these settings it cannot tell
whether we are running CALCULATE(L, x) or TEST(L, x) and so it can only choose some fixed
behaviour for each of these measurement settings. This fact allows us to draw conclusions about
CALCULATE(L, x) based on the results of TEST(L, x). On the other measurement settings the
prover can tell that the test is being run, but this will not help it bias the outcome of the calculation.
Algorithm 4 TEST(L, x)
Pick a measurement settings M uniformly at random from the set M(L, x)
Query provers with the measurement settings M to obtain outcome a
if a = 1 then
return ACCEPT
else
return REJECT
end if
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Lemma 3. Honest provers cause TEST(L, x) to accept with probability ctest, and non-communicating
quantum dishonest provers cause TEST(L, x) to accept with probability no more than stest where
ctest − stest ≥ 1
poly(|x|) (5)
Proof. The full robust proof is found in [McK13]. Here we give a sketch and in particular we
consider only a very special case, where the provers’ overall outcome a for each measurement
setting M ∈ M(L, x) is distributed exactly the same as for the honest provers. The overview is:
• Show that X ′v and Z ′v anti-commute. This identifies a logical qubit within the Hilbert space
held by prover v, and shows that X ′v and Z ′v operate as the Pauli operators X and Z on this
logical qubit.
• Show that the group generated by S′v for various v stabilizes the state |ψ′〉, establishing that
the state on the n logical qubits is the required graph state |G〉.
• Show that the additional measurement operators
(
X±Z√
2
)′
v
actually behave like X±Z√
2
on the
logical qubits.
Together, these show that the provers are behaving as honest provers would, and hence the calcu-
lation will produce a valid result.
First, let us be more specific about the case we are considering. We suppose that
〈
ψ′
∣∣M ′∣∣ψ′〉 = 〈G|M |G〉 (6)
for each M ∈ M(L, x) so that the provers are indistinguishable from honest provers using these
measurement settings. Our goal, then, is to show that they are still indistinguishable when we use
any adaptive measurement.
First, since 〈G|Sv|G〉 = 1 = 〈ψ′|S′v|ψ′〉 and ||S′v||∞ = 1 we have S′v|ψ′〉 = |ψ′〉. Similarly
−XτZAτ |ψ′〉 = |ψ′〉 when τ is the characteristic vector of a triangle {u, v, w} in T . We can
multiply operators together and still preserve |ψ′〉, in particular
−X ′τZ ′AτS′uS′vS′w
∣∣ψ′〉 = −X ′τZ ′AτX ′uZ ′A1uX ′vZ ′A1vX ′wZ ′A1v ∣∣ψ′〉 = ∣∣ψ′〉 (7)
Now consider a vertex x /∈ {u, v, w}. If x is a neighbour of an even number of vertices in {u, v, w}
then Z ′x does not appear in Z ′τ and appears in an even number of S′u, S′v and S′w. If x is a neighbour
of an odd number of vertices in {u, v, w} then Z ′x does appear in Z ′τ and appears in an odd number
of S′u, S′v and S′w. In both cases, Z ′x commutes with all other operators and appears an even number
of times, giving an overall factor of Ix. Hence the above becomes
−X ′τX ′uZ ′vZ ′wX ′vZ ′uZ ′wX ′wZ ′uZ ′v
∣∣ψ′〉 = ∣∣ψ′〉. (8)
Commuting operators on different subsystems past each other, we obtain
− (X ′uX ′uZ ′uZ ′u)(Z ′vX ′vZ ′vX ′v)(X ′wZ ′wZ ′wX ′w)
∣∣ψ′〉 = ∣∣ψ′〉. (9)
Cancelling pairs of operators we finally find −Z ′vX ′vZ ′vX ′v|ψ′〉 = |ψ′〉, or equivalently
− Z ′vX ′v
∣∣ψ′〉 = X ′vZ ′v∣∣ψ′〉 (10)
By varying the order of multiplication and the triangle that we use, we can obtain the above relation
for any vertex v in the graph.
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Now that we have a pair of anti-commuting operators we can use them to identify a logical
qubit within the state space of the prover. It is easiest to see this by moving the logical qubit out
of the prover’s state space into a new qubit. The circuit in figure 2 shows how this is done. The
operators X ′v and Z ′v have eigenvalue ±1 and so are unitaries as are their controlled versions. The
controlled-Z ′v conjugated by Hadamard gates is equivalently a controlled-X gate, targeted on the
ancilla qubit. Hence the circuit is analogous to the familiar SWAP gate and swaps the logical qubit
into the new ancilla qubit.
ancilla • H • H • logical qubit
input X ′v Z ′v X ′v junk
Figure 2: Swapping out the logical qubit for prover v
To take this one step further, suppose we apply X ′v before swapping and then move it past the
other operators to the right. The X ′v commutes with the first controlled-X ′v gate, but as we move
it past the controlled-Z ′v gate it induces a phase flip on the ancilla qubit. The two Hadamard gates
convert this phase flip to a bit flip, X. At the final controlled-X ′v gate the inducedX in turn induces
a second X ′v , cancelling with the first. The induced X on the ancilla remains. Hence applying X ′v
before swapping, on the hidden logical qubit, is the same as applying X after swapping, on the
swapped out logical qubit now residing in the ancilla. A similar analysis shows that applying Z ′v
before swapping is the same as applying Z after swapping.
To summarize the progress so far, we have a logical qubit buried inside each prover’s state
space, and we can apply logical X and Z gates to these logical qubits by applying X ′v and Z ′v. Now
recall that our provers’ state also satisfies S′v|ψ′〉 = |ψ′〉. This just means that the n provers’ state
is stabilized by the group generated by S′v. Breaking up S′v into X ′vZ ′A1v and interpreting these as
operations on the logical qubits, we see that in fact the state on the n logical qubits is stabilized by
the same group as our desired graph state. Hence the logical qubits must be in that graph state.
Now that we have characterized the state and X and Z measurements, we next consider(
X±Z√
2
)′
v
. First, the honest provers would satisfy 〈G|Xv±Zv√
2
ZA1v |G〉 = 〈G|Xv±Zv√
2
Xv|G〉 = 1/√2. We
can see this by using the fact that Sv|G〉 = XvZA1v |G〉 = |G〉 to replace ZA1v |G〉 withXv |G〉. Next,
since X, Z and |G〉 are all written using real entries 〈G|ZvXv |G〉 = (〈G|ZvXv |G〉)∗ = 〈G|XvZv|G〉
and by anti-commutation 〈G|XvZv|G〉 = −〈G|ZvXv|G〉 so we must have 〈G|ZvXv |G〉 = 0. So
〈G|Xv±Zv√
2
ZA1v |G〉 becomes 1/√2〈G|(X2v + ZvXv)|G〉 = 1/√2. Similarly, the honest provers’ mea-
surements also satisfy ∓〈G|Xv±Zv√
2
XuZ
A1u⊕1v |G〉 = 1/√2 by using Su in a similar substitution.
With the assumption that the provers’ statistics for these tests match those of the honest
provers, we use the analogous substitutions to above to find 〈ψ′|
(
X±Z√
2
)′
v
X ′v |ψ′〉 = 1/√2 and
〈ψ′|
(
X±Z√
2
)′
v
Z ′v|ψ′〉 = 1√2 and since X ′v and Z ′v behave like X and Z on the logical qubits, we
find 〈ψ′|Z ′vX ′v|ψ′〉 = 0. Hence the state
(
X±Z√
2
)′
v
|ψ′〉 has overlap 1/√2 with each of the two orthog-
onal states Z ′v|ψ′〉 and X ′v|ψ′〉 meaning that(
X ± Z√
2
)′
v
∣∣ψ′〉 = X ′v ± Z ′v√
2
∣∣ψ′〉 (11)
i.e.
(
X±Z√
2
)′
v
operates on the logical qubit as X±Z√
2
.
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Now we can see that the provers are essentially implementing the honest protocol. Somewhere
in their state there are logical qubits in the required graph state, and their measurements on this
state are just X, Z and X±Z√
2
. Hence any calculation we do with these resources will give the
same results as for the honest provers. This proves (for this limited case) that if the provers cause
TEST(L, x) to pass with the same probability as honest provers, then CALCULATE(L, x) will
produce a correct result.
5 Discussion
Our construction has a somewhat remarkable property. Since triangular cluster states are univer-
sal, the state preparation depends only on the size of the calculation. The quantum provers are
also constant, requiring only the ability to measure in some fixed set of bases. This means that
TEST(L, x) also only depends on the size of the calculation, since it depends only on the state and
the measurements. The classical verifier is also rather simple. It can be given a circuit as its input
from which it reads off what gates to perform and simply looks up what angle to measure for that
gate. The remaining calculations are simply XORs. This is a clear example of where the simplicity
of the measurement-based quantum computing model allows for a simple analysis.
Another interesting property is that no single quantum prover has enough power to convince
even itself whether the input is in the language. Indeed, all the quantum parts together, including
the state preparation, still cannot perform even simple calculations since they can only prepare
and measure some fixed state. They lack the capacity to perform the XORs required to perform
a full measurement-based calculation. It is only when we combine the verifier, provers, and state
preparation together that we obtain enough power to perform any substantial calculations.
Our construction, as with all other proposals to date, requires that the provers are quantum,
meaning that we assume quantum mechanics applies to the provers. If we are to use interactive
proofs in experimentally verifying quantum mechanics then this may lead to a circular argument if
we are not careful. If we, assuming quantum mechanics is correct, perform an interactive proof with
a quantum computer to make predictions about a large quantum experiment, and the experiment
agrees with the predictions, is this evidence that quantum mechanics is correct? Conceivably,
both the computation and the experiment disagree with quantum mechanics but still agree with
each other. A much more satisfying result would be to have an interactive proof where we do not
assume that the provers are quantum, but where there exist efficient quantum provers. We can
still use our results, however: we can view the interactive proof with the quantum provers as being
itself an experiment, i.e. we can form a prediction like “if quantum mechanics is correct, then our
interaction with the experiment should satisfy these properties...” Significant deviation from the
expected behaviour then signals a potential problem with the theory.
Currently our construction uses many constant sized provers, providing a nice complement to
Reichardt et al.’s result using a constant number of provers. Much of our result could easily be
adapted to the case of two provers. The most difficult part is the graph-state test. Likely it is not
possible to prove a self-testing theorem for two provers if there are any odd cycles in the graph since
it would be necessary at some point to test the entanglement across an edge with both vertices
held by a single prover. However, bipartite graph states could yet be self-tested with two provers.
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